Abstract-Unsupervised image-to-image translation aims at learning the relationship between samples from two image domains without supervised pair information. The relationship between two domain images can be one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many. In this paper, we study the one-to-many unsupervised image translation problem in which an input sample from one domain can correspond to multiple samples in the other domain. To learn the complex relationship between the two domains, we introduce an additional variable to control the variations in our one-to-many mapping. A generative model with an XO-structure, called the XOGAN, is proposed to learn the cross domain relationship among the two domains and the additional variables. Not only can we learn to translate between the two image domains, we can also handle the translated images with additional variations. Experiments are performed on unpaired image generation tasks, including edges-to-objects translation and facial image translation. We show that the proposed XOGAN model can generate plausible images and control variations, such as color and texture, of the generated images. Moreover, while state-of-the-art unpaired image generation algorithms tend to generate images with monotonous colors, XOGAN can generate more diverse results.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of deep generative models, image generation has become popular in various applications. Among them, image-to-image translation, which learns a mapping from one domain to another, is a recent hot topic. Many computer vision tasks, including cross-domain image generation [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , super-resolution [6] , colorization [7] , [8] , image inpainting [9] , image style transfer [10] , [11] , [12] , can be considered as image translation. Based on the two domains of images (either paired or unpaired), a generative model is trained to learn their relationship.
Image translation can be defined as follows. Given an image X S , we map it to a target domain image X T that shares some similarity or has close relationship with X S . The task is to learn the mapping f : X S → X T that transforms the source domain distribution p(X S ) to the target domain distribution p(X T ). For example, X T can be a scaled-up version of X S in super-resolution, or X T is a colored version of a grayscale image X S , or X T is a photo of its sketch X S (Figure 1 ). In these tasks, we assume that there also exists an inverse mapping g : X T → X S . With the help of the inverse mapping, we can understand better about the two domains by learning their joint relationship. Given a paired data set, early approaches learn the mapping by using the input-output pairs in a supervised manner [1] , [6] . The main challenge is to learn and generalize the relationship between the given pairs. However, paired data sets are usually hard to collect, and the corresponding target domain image may not even exist in practice. For example, it is hard to connect the set of paired images between photos and artistic works. Another example is that if the two domains are male faces and female faces, then there does not exist paired data of a same person. In these cases, supervised models fail because of the lack of a ground truth mapping for training. Learning unpaired image translation is more practical and has received more attention recently [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Moreover, unsupervised (or unpaired) image generation is more practical since data collection is much easier.
In this paper, we consider the task of unsupervised one-tomany image generation. Given two image domains A and B, we learn to transfer images in domain A to domain B, and vice versa. Different from previous works on unpaired image translation [2] , [3] , [4] , we assume that there can be many possible target images in domain B given the same image in domain A. For example, in the edge-to-shoe translation task in Figure 1 , there can be different colors and textures when generating shoes. To model this variation, we propose to use an additional variable Z to complement images in domain A. Moreover, this variable Z can be easily sampled from a prior distribution, such as the normal distribution.
To learn the relationship among A, B and Z, we propose a novel generative model under the constraint of domain adversarial loss and cycle consistency loss, which is first defined in [4] . The proposed model, which will be called XOGAN, is assembled in an "XO"-structure, and is trained under the generative adversarial network (GAN) framework [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] .
In our experiments, we show results on generating shoes and handbags with diverse colors and textures given the edge images. Besides, when the additional variable is kept the same for different edge inputs, we can generate objects with the same colors. Moreover, we can alter the colors of different objects by substituting the variable Z. Hence, not only can our model generate plausible images as in other generative models, it can also replace the color of a certain image with another.
Section II first reviews the related works. The proposed "XO"-structure and the training procedure are introduced in Section III. Section IV presents experimental results on the edges2shoes, edges2handbags and CelebA data sets. Finally, Section V gives some concluding remarks and future directions. The generator for image domain A is denoted
, in which the subscripts denote the image domains. The generator for image domain B is denoted
. The input is a concatenation of the image from domain A and a sample from the distribution P Z . The generator (also called an encoder) for Z is denoted
The first path generated fake samples in domain A and B are denotedĀ andB, and the encoded variable isZ. When the fake samplesĀ,B,Z are forwarded once again through the generators, the output variables in each domain are denoted A,B,Ẑ (Figure 3) .
The discriminator networks are denoted
II. RELATED WORK

A. Generative Adversarial Networks
The generative adversarial network (GAN) [13] is a powerful generative model that can generate plausible images. The GAN contains two modules: a generator G that generates samples and a discriminator D that tries to distinguish whether the sample is from the real or generated distribution. The generator aims to confuse the discriminator by generating samples that are difficult to differentiate from the real ones. Training of GAN often suffers from issues such as vanishing gradient and mode collapse [16] , in which the generator tends to collapse to points in a single mode. Very recently, a number of techniques have been introduced to stabilize training procedure [14] , [16] . In cross-domain image generation [1] , [2] , [4] , [18] , GAN is a powerful tool to match the generated image to the real image distributions, especially when paired images are not available.
B. Supervised Image-to-Image Translation
Isola et al. [1] showed that cross-domain image translation can be learned and generalized using a paired data set. By using the conditional GAN [15] , their model can generate plausible photographs from sketches or semantic layouts. Zhu et al. [19] used bicycle consistency between the latent code and output images to generate multi-modal target domain images. However, paired data sets are not always available, and unpaired data sets are more common in practice.
C. Unsupervised Image-to-Image Translation
Taigman et al. [3] introduced the domain transfer network (DTN) to generate emoji-style images from facial images in an unsupervised manner. In the DTN, image translation is a one-way mapping. If we train another model to map the emoji images back to real faces, the face identity may be changed. More recently, bidirectional mapping becomes more appealing, and has been studied in the DiscoGAN [2] , CycleGAN [4] and DualGAN [5] . These models use one generator and one discriminator for each mapping, and the symmetric structure helps to learn the bidirectional mapping. [4] , which uses a generator G for the mapping X → Y and another generator F for Y → X. Two associated adversarial discriminators, D X and D Y , are used to measure the quality of generated samples in the corresponding domains. Figure 2 (a) contains the forward cycle-consistency path: Figure 2 (b) is the backward cycle-consistency path: y → F (y) → G(F (y)) ≈ y. The cycle consistency loss captures the intuition that if we translate from one domain to the other and back again, we should be able to reconstruct the original input. However, the generated image by CycleGAN is deterministic. As will be shown in Section IV, these models cannot model additional variations even by adding random noise to the inputs.
Another recent model is the UNIT [18] , which performs image translation by using a shared latent space to encode the two domains. Although they can generate multiple images via the use of a stochastic variable, the variations generated are still limited.
III. THE PROPOSED MODEL Let A and B be two image domains. In supervised imageto-image translation, a sample pair (A, B) is drawn from the joint distribution P A,B . In this paper, we focus on unsupervised image-to-image translation, in which samples are drawn from the marginal distributions P A and P B .
A. Generators and Cycle Consistency Loss
The proposed XOGAN model contains three generators G A , G B and G Z (with parameters θ G A , θ G B and θ G Z , respectively). In this paper, we propose to use an additional variable Z to model the variation when translating from domain A to domain B. Given a sample A drawn from P A and Z from the prior distribution P Z , a fake sampleB in domain B is generated by G B asB
GivenB, generator G A generates a reconstructionÂ of A in domain A, and generator G Z encodes a reconstructionẐ of
Together, this forms the X-path in Figure 3 (a). To ensure cycle consistency, the generated sampleB should contain sufficient information to reconstruct A (for the path A →B →Â), and similarlyẐ should be similar to Z (for the path Z →B →Ẑ).
On the other hand, given a sample B in domain B, generator G A can use it to generate a fake sampleĀ = G A (B) in domain A; and generator G Z can use it to encode a fakē Z = G Z (B). Using bothĀ andZ, generator G B can recover a reconstruction of B asB = G B (Ā,Z). This forms the Opath in Figure 3(b) . Again, for cycle consistency,B should be close to B.
Combining the above, the cycle consistency loss can thus be written as:
Here, we use the 1 norm, though other norms can also be used.
(a) X path.
(b) O path. 
B. Domain Adversarial Loss
Minimizing (1) alone cannot guarantee that the generated fake samplesĀ,B and encoded variableZ follow the distributions of P A , P B and P Z . The GAN [13] , which is known to be able to learn good generative models, can also be regarded as performing distribution matching. In the following, with the use of the adversarial loss, we will try to match the generated distributions P G A , P G B and P G Z with the corresponding P A , P B and P Z . Figure 4 shows the three discriminators D A , D B and D Z (with parameters θ D A , θ D B and θ D Z , respectively) that are used to discriminate the generatedĀ,B,Z from the true A, B, Z. As in DiscoGAN [2] and CycleGAN [4] , the discriminators are binary classifiers, and the discriminator losses are: Fig. 4 . The XOGAN discriminator. Label "1" denotes true samples of A, B, Z, while label "0" denotess the generated samplesĀ,B,Z.
In GAN, the generators, besides trying to minimize the cycle consistency loss, also need to confuse their corresponding discriminators. The adversarial losses for the generators are
To ensure both cycle consistency and distribution matching, the total loss for the generators is a combination of the cycle consistency loss in (1) and the adversarial losses:
where λ controls the balance between the two types of losses.
In the experiment, λ is set to 10.
C. Training Procedure
In each iteration, we sample a mini-batch of images A's and B's from P A , P B , and variable Z from prior distribution P Z (which is the standard normal distribution N (0, I)). They are fed through the X-and O-paths in Figure 3 to obtain the generated samplesĀ,B,Z, and the reconstructed samplesÂ, B,Ẑ. The real and generated samples are then input to the three discriminators.
As in GAN, we minimize the generators' objective (5) for k steps and the discriminators' objectives ((2), (3) and (4)) for one step. We use the ADAM optimizer [20] with learning rate 0.0002.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experiments are performed on a number of commonly used data sets for image translation.
1) edges2shoes and edges2handbags: 1 These two data sets have been used in [1] . The edges2shoes data set contains about 50k paired images, and the edges2handbags data set contains about 140k paired images. In both data sets, domain A contains edge 1 https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/ ∼ tinghuiz/projects/pix2pix/datasets/ images and domain B contains real objects (shoes and bags). Note that one real object can be mapped to only one edge map, but an edge map can correspond to multiple objects. Although the two data sets contain paired images, we separate the paired sets by sampling domain A images in the first half pairs, and domain B images in the other half pairs. Hence, there is no paired data in the training set, and the task is unsupervised image-to-image translation.
2) CelebA:
2 This is a large-scale face attributes data set with more than 200K celebrity images, each with 40 attribute annotations [21] . In the experiment, we use the hair color attribute. Domain A contains faces with black hair, and domain B contains faces with other hair colors. As the hair in many male CelebA faces is not apparent, we only use the female faces. All the input images are rescaled to 128 × 128.
In the proposed XOGAN, we use the U-Net [22] , which adds skip connections between mirrored layers of the 7 downsampling layers and the 7 upsampling layers, for the image generators G A and G B . For Z, the generator (or encoder) G Z is a 7-layer strided convolutional network with residual blocks [23] . We set its dimensionality to 8 for the edges2shoes and edges2handbags data sets, respectively, and 4 for the CelebA data set. For the image discriminators D A and D B , we use the patch-discriminator in [24] , which only classifies input images at the scale of patches, with 70 × 70 overlapping patches. The discriminator D Z is a simple two-layer multilayer-perception. As in [4] , the hyperparameter λ in (5) is set to 10. In each training iteration, we update the generators twice and then update the discriminators once.
Existing unsupervised image-to-image translation models such as DiscoGAN [2] and CycleGAN [4] A. Translating A to B with Random Z
To show the consistency of the learned additional variables, we sample different random variables Z j 's to generate different fake imagesB ij = G B (A i , Z j ) for each input image A i . We keep the random variable set {Z j } the same for different A i 's, so that when Z j or j is fixed, the generated samplesB ij should have some fixed attributes when i is changing, such as the color as shown in Figures 5 and 8 .
In this experiment, we randomly sample 4 input images {A i , i = 1, . . . , 4} in domain A from the test set. For each A i , we generate 4 images {B ij = G B (A i , Z j ), j = 1, . . . , 4} using different Z j 's sampled from the standard normal distribution.
1) edges2shoes and edges2handbags Data Sets: Figure 5 shows that the proposed XOGAN can generate realistic photos of shoes and handbags. With the help of the cycle consistency loss on variable Z, the generated objects have the same color for the same Z j . This makes it possible to generate plausible and colorful objects by just drawing edges like those in domain A. Besides, we can also control the color of generated images by Z. Note that our task is different from the drawing softwares in two ways. (i) We show that the endto-end deep neural network is able to generate plausible and diverse objects given edges; (ii) The generated objects do not only fill in the colors, but also have smooth textures that make them look real. Figure 6 shows the results obtained by the noisy DiscoGAN. Although multiple images can be generated, they are inferior as compared to those obtained with the proposed model in the following ways. (i) The images {G B (A i , Z j )} generated by the noisy DiscoGAN are not as good as those of XOGAN; (ii) The images generated by the noisy DiscoGAN are not as diverse as the proposed XOGAN, i.e., G B (A i , Z j ) has similar color for different j's in each row. This may be due to the mode collapse problem of GAN [13] , which means that it tends to generate images from a single mode (in this case, color). Figure 7 shows the results obtained by UNIT. Similar to the noisy DiscoGAN, almost all the generated images tend to have the same color. From our observations, the generated samples of UNIT also suffer from mode collapse during training. The sampled latent variables do not produce diverse outputs in each row.
The above results show that the proposed XO-path is essential in both generating plausible and consistency target images. From the edges2shoes and edges2handbags data sets, we show that XOGAN is able to generate plausible images in the target domain B. Different from the baseline models of noisy DiscoGAN and UNIT, we can sample mulitple and consistent output images with different Z j 's. Besides, the results of XOGAN are more diverse with the help of Z.
2) CelebA Data Set: Figure 8 shows the generated faces with different hair colors. Variable Z is used to model the different hair colors in domain B. Note that the other parts in the images are almost unchanged. Hence, the color change is focused on specific parts (hairs here).
B. Translating B to A to B with Substituted Z
In this section, we study whether Z can encode relevant information in domain B by substitutingZ j among different images in domain B.
In this experiment, we randomly sample 4 input images {B i , i = 1, . . . , 4} in domain B from the test set. For each B i , we generate 4 corresponding images 1, . . . , 4} in domain A and encode its additional variation in {Z i = G Z (B i )}. As in the previous edges2shoes experiment, B i represents the colored shoes,Ā i is its corresponding edge image andZ i should encode content inside the edge. We concatenateĀ i with differentZ j 's to generate various images
1) edges2shoes and edges2handbags Data Sets: To see what the additional variable Z encodes, we substitute different Z j 's given different colored shoes and handbags. As shown in Figure 9 , we can modify images in domain B. In these two pictures, we show the input shoes and handbags B i in the first column. We first generate the corresponding edge imageĀ i , shown in the second column of Figure 9 , of each B i using generator G A . The generated edges describe the contour of the given inputs well. Considering that edge images ignore the content of the given shoes or handbags, we encode the content or color into the additional variable {Z i = G Z (B i ), i = 1, . . . , 4}. As we assumed, Z i should contain the corresponding color information of input image B i . In order to show the relevance between Z i and color of B i , we concatenate each edge imageĀ i with differentZ j 's to generate new images in domain B asB ij = G B (Ā i ,Z j ). In the first row of Figure 9 , we show B 1 andĀ 1 in nthe first two columns, and the last four columns showB 1j , j = 1, . . . , 4. SinceB 1j is generated from the concatenation of the edge imageĀ 1 and different codesZ j ,B 1j should have the same shape as B 1 and the same color as B j , j = 1, . . . , 4.
In the figure, we can see that the shape is consistent in each rows and colors are consistent in each of the four rightmost columns. More importantly, when j ∈ [1, . . . , 4] is fixed, all imagesB ij 's in that column have similar colors as the input image B j . As for the edges2shoes results in Figure 9 , the shoes in the last column have similar colors as the last input shoe B 4 . It verifies our assumption thatZ encodes relevant information of its corresponding inputs B. This is interesting that, we can see what our object will look like by replacing its color with that of the other objects. In real-world applications like fitting in a clothes shop, the user does not need to try on over and over again, if they want to try the same clothes with different colors.
2) CelebA Hair Color Conversion: We perform the B-to-A-to-B path on the CelebA data set again. Input faces are sampled from domain B where the hair colors are not black. If the user wants to change the hair color to black, we can easily transfer the photo from B i toĀ i . An interesting result is to replace the hair color with that of another person. Figure  10 shows that we can replace the blond hair to gray or brown by substituting the codeZ i with that from a gray or brown person.
In this section, we show that not only the proposed model can generate plausible and diverse images from domain A to domain B and vice versa, but also can modify the color of specific features in domain B by substituting the additional variable Z. The proposed cycle consistency constraints guarantee a good joint relationship between A and B. They also encode consistent features in variable Z for both random generation in Section IV-A and color substitution in Section IV-B.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a generative model called XOGAN for unsupervised image-to-image translation with additional variations in the one-to-many translation setting. We showed that we can generate plausible images in both domains, and the generated samples are more diverse than the baseline models. Not only does the additional variable Z learned lead to more diverse results, it also controls the colors in certain parts of the generated images. Experiments on the edges2shoes, edges2handbags and CelebA data sets showed that the learned variable Z is meaningful when generating images in domain B.
The proposed method can be extended in several ways. First, the prior distribution of Z is a standard normal distribution, which may be too simple to model more complex variations. This can be improved with more complicated prior distributions introduced in VAE [26] , [27] . Second, the variations in our model are mostly related to color. We hope that our model can be improved to change other attributes such as hair styles and ornaments. Besides, we can also consider a many-to-many mapping based on the one-to-many framework. Similar to the summer-to-winter task in [4] , there exist many winter images corresponding to a single summer image and vice versa. Further, we can extend the proposed model to other domains such as text or speech. The additional variation can be different voices when translating text to speech.
